Senior Full Stack Developer
full time, m/f/d

Digital Logistics.
Easy & efficient.
The challenge

Our current stack

▪ Build delightful features that make
it easier to run a trucking business

▪ Vue.js, Ruby on Rails, Postgres, Redis,
Docker, AWS, GitLab, MetaBase

▪ Create rich experiences for
construction companies that bring
unparalleled innovation to their
supply chains

▪ Comming up: hot new technologies
like Elixir, Go, TensorFlow, and Keras.

▪ Take ownership of your own
projects and bring them to fruition

That‘s you
▪ Profound experience in software
development and keen to learn more

Überschrift

The benefits
▪ As an early employee you will have
a huge impact on the product and
experience a growing startup
▪ A team with expertise in Complex
Optimization Problems, User
Experience, Product and Software
Development as well as Business

▪ Rock solid in front- and/or backend
development using frameworks like
Vue.js, Angular & React or RoR &
Phoenix or equivalent experience
▪ Experienced with Docker, microservice architecture, and Postgres
(or equivalent experience)
▪ Ideally, knowledge of DevOps and
working experience with AWS

▪ Work with the latest technology in a
dynamic environment

▪ You deliver value for our users within
our agile environment

▪ We’re highly motivated and flexible

▪ Open minded, positive and proactive
team player who is passionate about
their craft and up for a challenge

▪ Having fun is part of the job

iwantajob@kamioni.de

Join Kamioni, a Delivery Service
for construction materials & more
Bulk goods logistics is the second
largest transportation market in the
world. Yet it is highly fragmented and
inefficient, bearing an untapped
potential for digitization.

We’re starting out with the
construction industry by bringing
construction companies, freight
forwarders & material suppliers
together to increase truck utilization
and speed up construction projects.
We at Kamioni make bulk goods
By this we relieve people from
logistics easy and efficient by
mundane tasks and help them make
Überschrift
connecting supply and demand on a
better use of our planets resources.
single platform.
For this, we develop state of the art
Become part of our team and join
technology to coordinate the involved
our mission to accelerate the
parties and let them benefit from
transition to sustainable and
network effects and transportation
efficient logistics!
data mining.

